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The K- 3He -> Λ p n reaction and the K- pp bound state revisited

Ωc states

New pentaquarks in the reaction



Input for T1
from experiment

Klab= 1 GeV

T. Sekihara, E. Oset, A. Ramos   PTEP (2016)

Kaon rescattering
from the chiral unitary
approach





Options A and B for two different
ways to estimate the intermediate K 
energy to account for nucleon binding



Novelty: In the previous work T1 was parametrized as a real amplitude taken at klab= 1 GeV, 
neglecting Fermi motion of the nucleons. Now Fermi motion is considered and we take a more
complete amplitude

TL is taken up to L=4 from

based on dynamical coupled channels with SU(3) phenomenological Lagrangians



The low energy amplitudes of the kaons are the same, based on the chiral unitary approach, which lead to 
a K-pp bound state of about 20 Mev and width of about 80 MeV.



PRD (2018)

The Ξc K- mass spectrum is studied with 
a sample of pp collision data by LHCb , 
PRL 017

Five clean narrow peaks are obtained



Chiral Lagrangian

Equivalent method: 
Local hidden gauge 
approach





Back to Ωc states



No need to invoke SU(4)

With light vector exchange the heavy quarks 
are spectators. Nothing depends upon them.
Heavy quark symmetry is automatically implemented

Upper vertex

Lower vertex

g=mV/2 f,
f=93 MeV



We get three states in very good agreement with experiment, both mass and width

Exp (MeV) 
M       Γ

3050, 0.8

3090, 8.7

3119, 1.1



Related work: 

J.~Nieves, R.~Pavao and L.~Tolos, Omega _c excited states within a SU(6)}_  HQSS 
model,     Eur. Phys.  J. C  78 114 (2018)

Revisions made after experiment to fit some parameter

Uses SU(4) : matrix elements exchanging light vectors are equal.  Results similar to ours, but
only two states, since they study 1/2 – states only

Better results than in [17] but the widths and the positions not so good as in the works
of Montaña and present work .







PRD  (2019)

HQSS tells that the interaction cannot depend on the spin of the heavy quarks.  Then one rewrites the physical
states in terms of a basis of states where the spin of the light quarks and the heavy ones are separated. 
This produces  symmetries in the matrix elements of the interaction.







The different terms are evaluated using an extensión of the local hidden gauge approach, with the
exchange of vector mesons.

f= fπ=93 MeV, k0, k’0 are the energies of the external mesons

The only free parameter is the subtraction constant in the regularization of the meson baryon loops.
We take it such that the average mass of our states agrees with experiment. 





????



M.Z. Liu, Y.W. Pang, F.Z. Peng, M. Sanchez-Sanchez, L.S. Geng, A. Hosaka, M. Pavon-Valderrama  
Arxiv 1903.11560 , PRL 2019

Similar conclusions based on single channels. 



Conclusions

Improvements on the K- 3He -> Λ pn, adjusting to the experimental cuts, lead to a very good agreement with
experiment.    Results compatible with small binding of the K- pp system

Extension of chiral unitary theory to the heavy sector, using the exchange of vectors in the hidden gauge approach,
together with unitarity in coupled channels leads to neat predictions for molecular states

Recent results for Ωc states and the new pentaquarks states of hidden charm, are giving support to these molecular
pictures. 
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